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1. Answer any lE questions: 2x2=4

a) If Y is a subspace of X and Z is a subspace of Y, then show that Z is a
subspace ofX"

b)Give an example to show that a subspace of a normal space need not be

normal.

c) Let X and X' denote a single set in the two topologies r and-r' ,

respectively" Let i:X'--; X be the identity function. Show that i is

continuous ifand only ifr' is finer than r.
d) Show that IR.n and IR. are not homeomorphic if n > 1.

2. Answer any @ questions: 2x4:8

a) Show that the topologies (R., z1) and (R., zp) are not comparable.

b)Considerthe set I: [-1,1] as a subspace of R. Which of the fbllowing
sets are open in I/? Which are open in IR.?

(i),4=[r'i<trt <r],

(ii)B = [r' o < lxl < 1 ana! ez*].
c) If L is a straight-line in the plane, describe the topology L inherits as a

subspace of R.1 x R. and as a subspace of R1 x IR.1. In each case it
is a lamiliar topology.

d)ln the finite complement topology on IR., to what point or points does the
I

Sequence X, = i converge?
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3. Answer any one questions: 1x8:8

a) (i) Show that the product of two Hausdorff spaces is Hausdorfl.

(ii) Let f :A +llo.1Xo be given by the equation/(a) = (fo@))oet,

where /o: A + Xa fbr each a.LetllXo have the product topology. Prove

that / is continuous if and only if each function f, is continuous.
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b)(i) Let p:X-;V be a closed continuous surjective map such that

p-1(yj) is compact for each y € Y" Show that if X is reguiar" then so is

Y.

(ii) Show that if X has the discrete topology, then X
disconnected. Does the converse hold?
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